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Chapter 1. Poor Sugar Apple Crops 

 

"Hey, hey, hey, Shall Fen Shall, do you like girls with tied up hair? Or do you prefer it 

untied?" 

The fairy born from a drop of lake water―Mythrill Reed Pod. With his blue eyes, he 

stared up intently at his companion and inquired this with a straight faced. The 

addressed―Shall Fen Shall―gave Mythrill a fed-up side glance, but then immediately 

looked away. 

Reining the horse from the coachman seat of the old wagon with its peeled coating, 

Ann was feeling uneasy. How long would it be before Shall snapped at Mythrill's 

fluttering about on the narrow seat with his barrage of questions? 

Mythrill was encamped between Ann and Shall. In his hand, he held a feathered pen 

he received from Ann. The pen, made for human use, was far too big for him. With it 

poised over his shoulder, he was the picture of solemnity. At his feet was a piece of 

paper he received from Ann as well. On it, in letters resembling wriggling worms, was 

a list of entries. It seemed Mythrill intended to write down Shall's answers in each 

entry's blank space. 

Since this barrage of questions began roughly an hour earlier, Shall hadn’t answered a 

single one. 

"Hey, Shall Fen Shall." Irritated, Mythrill raised his voice. "I believe I asked you 

several questions already. At least answer one!" 

Shall continued to look away. With his chin resting in hand over his raised knee, he 

gazed at the streets of the royal capital of Lewiston for the first time since their last 

visit three months ago. 



Mythrill stood up indignantly, thrusting the feathered pen he'd been shouldering at the 

coachman's seat with force. 

"Shall Fen Shall! Anything's fine, just say something!" 

Shall then finally returned but a single word: "Annoying." 

"What?! Although I did say 'anything's fine, just say something,' that's not what you 

usually mean, is it?! Answer seriously!" 

"I have no obligation to answer such ridiculous questions seriously." 

"How are they ridiculous?!" 

"If you have non-ridiculous questions, let me know." 

"They're all extremely important questions! Answer all of them!" 

Shall's gaze grew colder. "I'll throw you into a barrel." 

"H-hey! You guys, it's our first visit to Lewiston in three months, isn't it!? How 

exciting! How about we drop by the Weathervane?" said Ann in a forcefully cheerful 

voice, directing a smile at the two. "It's gotten chilly lately, so some mulled wine 

would be delicious right now! Mythrill Reed Pod! That's your favorite, isn't it?" 

Mythrill looked up at Ann, and instantly beamed with a smile. The small lone wing on 

his back even sprung tightly. 

"Mulled wine! That sure would be great!" 

"I know, right? Let's go have some." 

"Yeah!" 

Mythrill seemed completely captivated by the mulled wine. He tossed the pen and 



paper behind him, and while smiling happily, directed his eyes forward at the 

stretching wide street. 

Lewiston, spreading from the royal castle in its center, was a city overflowing with the 

liveliness of bustling people. 

"We're already nearing the west market, huh. Through that street over there is right 

where the Weathervane was. I remember that smell... It's such a nice smell..." 

Pointing his finger at a mill in an alley corner, Mythrill grew cheery. 

Mulled wine with plenty of spices was a staple drink of winter. Right before drinking, 

you would add sugar and lemon juice to your liking, then enjoy it with the added 

sweet and sour flavors. 

Fairies couldn't taste anything other than silver sugar. Although Mythrill couldn't feel 

the wine's flavor, he seemed to like the aroma of the spices. Moreover, it was alcohol. 

If they drink, even fairies could get drunk. And the noisy Mythrill would become even 

noisier. 

A chilly wind stroked her cheek, and Ann inadvertently looked up at the tall autumn 

sky. 

―This year for sure, I want to make a sugar sculpture suitable for celebrations, and participate in the 

Sugar Sculpture Fair. 

Breathing in Lewiston's autumn air, her feelings from one year ago came back to life 

vividly. 

At the end of last year, Ann stayed at an inn in the city―the Weathervane―where she 

was able to carefully make a sugar sculpture for Soul Ascension Day. On Soul 

Ascension Day, she peacefully saw Emma's soul off to heaven. 



And so they entered a new year at the Weathervane, where they passed the winter. 

In regards to her sales, it could be said they were going decently. This was due to the 

rumors of 'Ann Halford, the craftsman that made Duke Philax's desired sugar 

sculpture' spreading all across the southeastern part of the kingdom. 

As for Ann, she was able to pass spring and summer without complaint. 

And once again came autumn. 

It was on this season, one year ago, that she met Shall and Mythrill. 

As the wind blew through the street, dead leaves slid over the stone paving. Here and 

there, they formed small drifts by storefronts. 

―I want to become a Silver-Sugar Master. 

It was a necessary step in order for her to establish her own life. 

Now facing the approaching Sugar Sculpture Fair in one month's time, she had to 

concentrate. 

She hadn’t yet decided what sort of sculpture to make. Though vaguely, she was 

thinking of whether she could perhaps do something using Shall as a model. 

But she wasn't in a hurry; she still had one month. She could harvest sugar apples and 

work out an idea while refining them. Fortunately, as she had the money she'd been 

previously bestowed by Duke Philax, she could forget about commerce for this one 

month and dedicate herself to sugar sculpting. 

"Oh, Ann, if we're going to the Weathervane, I'll go get my wallet from the luggage 

carrier." 

Mythrill excitedly climbed to the roof of the luggage carrier and slipped into it 



through a small side-window. 

Seeing him gone, Shall then spoke in a wholeheartedly bothered manner, "What's 

Mythrill Reed Pod's going at with that?" 

"W-who knows. I wonder what," answered Ann while looking away from Shall. 

Shall turned a sharp gaze towards her. "Do you know the reason behind it?" 

"Umm, I may... Or may not have an idea..." 

"If you know the reason, shut him up. He's beyond annoying." 

"I'll make an effort..." 

Since the end of last year, Mythrill had been repeatedly asking Shall odd questions at 

any given opportunity. 

He was persistent. 

On and on, for nine months, with the unresponsive Shall as his opponent, he'd 

sporadically unleash an onslaught of questions. 

In truth, Mythrill's barrage of questions was a part of his grand requital. Nine months 

earlier, Mythrill secretly but proudly declared to Ann thus, "I will fulfill your love! 

Though I don't like that it's Shall Fen Shall... But! Making you happy is what repaying 

a favor is about." 

Having made the fulfillment of her love his goal, Mythrill seemed to have suddenly 

been filled with determination. 

The reason behind his barrage of questions towards Shall was probably an 

investigation in order to first learn his preferences, then have Ann become closer to 

his preferred woman. 



Mythrill's feelings made her happy. But at the same time, she felt terribly troubled. If 

Shall realized the purpose of Mythrill's questions, he'd find out about her feelings. If 

that were to happen, she'd be embarrassed to death. 

Aiming for the fair, from here on, Ann needed to harvest sugar apples and refine 

them into silver sugar. And she had to produce a sculpture. Because it was such a 

delicate time, she was greatly perplexed by the grand requital Mythrill was planning. 

Indeed, there was a mountain of things she'd wanted to try asking, like what color 

dress Shall liked, or whether he preferred tied or untied hairstyles. But it wasn't out of 

such an inordinate feeling as the desire to draw his attention. 

At the moment, Ann was satisfied by just having Shall by her side. She only wanted 

the object of her affections to have a good impression of her. It was in a hopeless 

maiden's heart to feel this way. 

―I wasn't thinking about wanting him to like me, or wanting us to become lovers. But if Shall said 

he liked untied hair, I'd absolutely want to untie my hair. Definitely. 

Such thoughts unconsciously crossed her mind. 

  

With a listless gesture, Shall lightly brushed up his forelock. On the verge of falling, 

his hair was touching his lashes. 

The obsidian-born fairy, similar in nature to that from which he was born, was 

bewitchingly beautiful. His lone wing that lightly flowed over the coachman's seat, 

with silk-like luster, instigated the desire to touch it. 

While absentmindedly gazing at Shall's beautiful profile, Ann turned the corner of the 

mill. 



That's when it happened: she found herself face to face with a carriage coming from 

within the alley. 

"Ah-!" 

Pulling the reins in a hurry, Ann stopped the horse. Surprised, the carriage ahead 

made a sudden stop as well. Having avoided a frontal collision in the nick of time, 

Ann breathed a sigh of relief, when suddenly— 

"Where the hell are you looking while steering a horse, you fool!?" yelled the 

coachmen of the other carriage. 

"I'm sorry! I spaced out..." 

As it was completely her fault for not paying attention, she lowered her head at once. 

However, no other jeers followed. On the contrary, the coachman who yelled at Ann 

in surprise muttered, "Are you… Perhaps…"  

Feeling she'd heard that voice before, she raised her head, and— 

"Ah-!" She involuntarily pointed her finger at the other. 

"What is it, Ann!?" 

Apparently surprised by the sudden stop, Mythrill took a look from the high window 

of the luggage carrier as well. Then, upon making out the carriage before him and the 

one steering it, he made a startled noise. "Ah, ahhhh―!?" 

Shocked, Ann and Mythrill were at a loss for words. In their stead, Shall opened his 

mouth, "What's a cat that can't stand the cold wandering around Lewiston at fall for? 

Making preparations for hibernation?" 

Atop the coachman seat of the carriage they ran into sat a lone young man with 

surprise on his face. He was of a slender build, with ashen-like hair and almond eyes. 



Those deep blue eyes were looking their way. 

His features that gave off a chilly impression had an aristocratic elegance to them. 

With his silver-gray hair shining glossily, the young man was reminiscent of a cat with 

an elegantly long tail. 

On the young man's shoulder, about the same size as Mythrill, sat a fairy with the 

appearance of a young boy. With light green-colored fluffy curls and faintly colored 

cheeks, he was smiling sweetly like a little girl. 

Both were familiar faces. 

"Mister Cat!? And even Benjamin!?" Ann yelled the names of the young man and the 

fairy at last. 

The man, Cat, then seemed to recover his senses as well, and raised his thin eyebrows. 

"Did you forget I friggin' told you not to add 'Mister,' you damn birdbrain!?" The 

aristocratic looking young man, far from his appearance, showered her with vulgar 

jeers. 

"Ah, s-sorry!" 

"And Shall, don't you refer to me like a damn cat! And cats don't friggin' hibernate!" 

The name of the young man before them was Alf Hingley―'Cat' was a nickname; he 

was a Silver-Sugar Master. Though he worked without belonging to a faction, his skills 

were said to be a match to those of the Silver-Sugar Viscount, Hugh Mercury. 

Sitting on his shoulder was the labor fairy he owned, Benjamin. 

Immediately after last year's Sugar Sculpture Fair, Ann became acquainted with Cat, 

who'd set up a shop in Lewiston. Then, for about four days, she helped him with his 

work. 



He showed her his process, towards which―as a sugar craftsman―she held great 

respect for. On top of that, he even gave her a cape for protection against the cold as 

a reward. That cape proved useful for passing the winter. Feeling so grateful toward 

him, she wanted to meet him again, but hadn’t gotten the chance to. 

"Reunited after a year and this is your friggin' greeting!?" 

Atop the shoulder of the yelling Cat, Benjamin laughed lightly. "Long time no see, 

Ann and Shall. Millmill's also looking well~!" 

Mythrill brandished his fist. "It's M-y-t-h-r-i-l-l! Mythrill Reed Pod!" 

Shall ignored Cat's shouting. Calmly and bluntly, he said, "How about the cat acts like 

a cat and goes to curl up someplace warm?" 

"Always got something to say, as usual... Ann, do something about him!" 

Being bitterly glared at, Ann pulled at Shall's sleeve. "Shall, just because you enjoy 

making Cat angry..." 

"He's friggin' enjoying it, the bastard!? That's just fine with me! Shall, step off the 

carriage!" 

"I'm sorry, Cat! Shall doesn't really mean any harm! Or… Maybe not…?" 

"So he does mean harm!" 

Seeing Cat about to jump down the coachman seat at any moment, Ann grew even 

more anxious. 

"I'm sorry, I'm sorry! But, Cat! Really, why are you in Lewiston!? Are you here on 

business perhaps!?" 

Hearing her desperately spoken words that were meant to distract him, Cat snapped, 



"If I came to Lewiston at this friggin' time of year, of course it's for business! Are you 

shitting me!? If I didn't come now, I wouldn't be able to do any business next year!" 

"Eh? Why's that?" 

Seeing Ann blinking in surprise, Cat frowned. "Don't tell me you don't know." 

"Know what?" She had no idea what he was talking about. 

Seeing Ann staring in puzzlement, Benjamin looked up at Cat worriedly. 

Sighing, Cat muttered, "Seriously, every single one of them, doing petty ass shit..." 

Seeing the state he was in, Ann got a bad feeling. 

"What is it, Cat? Is something going on?" 

"Not here. There's a good tavern back here called the Weathervane. Follow me." 

Cat once again took hold of the reins. 

 

The Weathervane was a familiar place to the people living at the western edge of 

Lewiston. It was Ann's regular inn, and it was also known as a good, cheap, and clean 

tavern. Apparently, when Cat lived in Lewiston, he, too, often stopped there for a 

drink. Ann, having shown her face there for the first time in a long time, and Cat, 

being a former regular, received a warm welcome from the Weathervane landlady. 

Upon taking a seat, Ann ordered three of Mythrill's favorite mulled wine; Cat ordered 

a strong distilled liquor. 

As soon as his cup of wine arrived, Mythrill wrapped his arms around it. 

"Such a nice smell~! Hey, hey, Ann, when I finish this, can I have another?" 



Seeing Mythrill look so happy, Ann smiled wryly. "Okay, you can have another." 

Shall, who was tracing the rim of the cup with his finger, then spoke sharply, "You 

don't have to let him have another. If you do, he'll get drunk and fall off the table 

again." 

Mythrill glared at Shall sternly. "Don't remind me of unpleasant things!" 

"You forgot? Good. Recall it fully." 

"Ann, don't listen to a word he says! And don't be reminded of unnecessary things!" 

"No matter how much of a scarecrow-brain she is, she wouldn't possibly forget." 

"No, until you said it just now she must have forgotten! Don't belittle Ann's 

scarecrow-brain!" 

Hearing the fairies' conversation, Ann dropped her shoulders downheartedly. 

"Everybody saying 'bird-brain' and 'scarecrow-brain'… Well, I'm used to it…" 

Lastly, Cat's hard liquor arrived. Cat gulped down only a single mouthful of the sweet 

smelling amber liquor. After that, he pushed the cup towards Benjamin, who was 

sitting on the table. Benjamin placed both hands over the cup while smiling happily. It 

seemed he drank the same. 

As he seemed to have finally calmed down, Ann opened the topic herself. "Um, Cat? 

Is something up? Something I don't know about?" 

"What have you been doing since winter last year till now?" 

"Traveling here and there, selling sugar sculptures. After parting with you, we went to 

Westhall, and to Philax, and Lewiston. From there, we'd go back and forth between 

Lewiston and small towns and villages in Strand district to the east." 



"During all that, did you see any sugar apple trees? Did you notice anything?" 

Ann nodded immediately. 

"The amount of flowers on sugar apple trees everywhere was poor this year. I think 

this year's harvest will significantly decline. That's why I want to get some sugar apples 

beforehand too. I came to Lewiston sooner than planned to go to a forest I had my 

eyes on." 

While once again receiving the cup from Benjamin, Cat spoke, "Exactly. This year, 

sugar apple crops are unbelievably poor. All over the Kingdom of Highland. So much 

so that if they went, 'let's all each harvest on our own' like usual, it would cause 

dispute between the factions. It wouldn't be weird for craftsmen that don't belong to 

a faction to get beaten to death by some pissy faction members. Hell, apparently 

something like that actually happened on a poor crop year two decades ago." 

"Are the crops really that poor this year? Throughout the entire kingdom?" 

"That's right. So to avoid chaos, that shithead bastard made a decision." 

"Shithead?" 

"Hugh Mercury! That shithead bastard Silver-Sugar Viscount!" 

"Oh, right. So it was, wasn't it." 

Ann nodded with a twitch. 

Apparently, in the past, Cat trained together with Hugh Mercury, the Silver-Sugar 

Viscount, in the Mercury Guild. Hugh was also apparently the one who gave him the 

nickname 'Cat.' But it seemed Cat resented being given a nickname, which is why he'd 

call Hugh a 'shithead bastard.' 

"So, what sort of decision was made?" 



"This year, privately harvesting and refining sugar apples is banned." 

Hearing those words, Shall's finger, which had been tracing the rim of his cup, came 

to a stop. 

Ann had yet to take in the meaning of Cat's words. "Banned, you say... Then, how can 

craftsmen get silver sugar?" 

"This year, all sugar apples throughout the kingdom will be harvested and refined 

under the name of the Silver-Sugar Viscount. The craftsmen involved in the harvest 

and refinement process will be dispensed silver sugar according to their work. These 

orders were issued under the name of the Silver-Sugar Viscount, aimed towards all 

sugar craftsmen in the Kingdom of Highland." 

"Then in order to get silver sugar, you have to make a request of the Silver-Sugar 

Viscount?" 

"It's not that simple. 'Cause, though the one who decided it was the Silver-Sugar 

Viscount, he won't be operating directly. The ones single-handedly undertaking this 

job are the Radcliffe Guild." 

Upon hearing Radcliffe's name, Shall’s eyebrows lowered slightly. 

Cat continued, "Sugar apples are harvested and collected in the vicinity of Radcliffe 

members' workshops in various places around the kingdom, where they're refined 

into silver sugar. Craftsmen from other factions and craftsmen that don't belong to a 

faction gather at those workshops and help with the refining process, thereby 

receiving a portion of the silver sugar. The main workshop in Lewiston has the largest 

structure, and there are lots of sugar apple groves around it, so quite a number of 

craftsmen are sure to gather. As such, I was on my way to Radcliffe's main workshop 

to be able to get some silver sugar as well." 



That was the first she'd heard of this. Ann's head could barely comprehend it. 

"Meaning, without participating in the silver sugar refining process at a Radcliffe 

workshop somewhere, you can't get silver sugar this year... Is that right?" 

"That's right." 

"But, I didn't hear anything about this." 

"Under that shithead bastard's instructions, it was arranged so that sugar craftsmen 

that don't belong to a faction would be notified by Radcliffe craftsmen that live 

nearby. A message came to my place as well. 'Cause there are others who travel like 

you, an order was issued to inform them without fail when they stop by a town." 

"But..." 

Perplexed, Ann's ear caught the muttering of Shall who was sitting beside her, "They 

didn't relay the message on purpose, huh?" 

Upon turning in his direction, she saw Shall looking intently at Cat. 

"This one here's been moving from town to town. During that time, not once or 

twice was she told to get out by Radcliffe's craftsmen. Yet she hasn't been informed 

of such important information. Meaning, no one informed her on purpose. You can't 

think of anything other than that, right?" 

Hearing that, Cat's face looked as though he'd swallowed something bitter. "The 

rumor that you’re the one who previously made the sugar sculpture for Duke Philax 

reached even my ears. It's not weird that you’d be envied." 

In all the towns and villages that she went to, she could tell she wasn't welcome by the 

local craftsmen. But she simply thought that they just didn't appreciate someone freely 

doing business on their turf. However, it seemed there was in fact more malice to it 



than that. 

The weight of this malice bore heavy on her chest. 

Mythrill growled, "Petty bastards." 

"It really is awful, isn't it… I'm amazed too." 

Although with an utter lack of tension, Benjamin gave a nod of agreement with 

Mythrill's indignation. Afterwards, he turned to Ann with a pleasant smile. 

"But hey, Ann. Even starting now, you have plenty of time, right? After all, Cat came 

to Lewiston to participate starting today too, you know." 

"Yeah… That's right, isn't it." 

Retrieving her nearly depressed feelings, she bowed her head. "Thank you, Cat. You 

saved me by telling me." 

"It's nothing worth thanking for." 

"Um, Cat? That means this year you can only acquire silver sugar made by a group, 

right? Then what should those who want to enter the Sugar Sculpture Fair do?" 

In order to participate in the Sugar Sculpture Fair, one needs to bring a single self-

made sugar sculpture and three barrels of self-refined silver sugar. That was because 

their ability to refine high quality silver sugar was tested along with their crafting 

ability. 

This year, everyone could only acquire mass-produced silver sugar made in various 

workshops. If so, those who wished to participate in the Sugar Sculpture Fair could 

not prepare their own silver sugar. What could she do? 

For Ann, who was planning on participating in the Sugar Sculpture Fair this year as 



well, it was a serious matter. 

"You weren't informed of that either, huh. Of course." 

Cat messily scratched his forelock. 

"The arrangement for those who wish to participate in the Sugar Sculpture Fair is for 

them to temporarily lodge in Radcliffe's main workshop. There, they will be dispensed 

an amount of sugar apples enough for only four barrels of silver sugar. They're to 

make their own silver sugar on their own. Then, using the silver sugar they refined 

themselves, they will make their sculpture. But that's under the condition that they do 

so while helping with the joint silver sugar refinement work. You'll only be able to 

work on your sculpture in the middle of the night; there's no time. That's why those 

who wish to participate in the Sugar Sculpture Fair are bound to have entered 

Radcliffe's main workshop over half a month ago." 

"Radcliffe again, huh." 

Her brow began to wrinkle naturally. 

It meant that in order for her to participate in the Sugar Sculpture Fair, Ann would 

have to lodge in Radcliffe's main workshop, where she'd procure a provision of sugar 

apples. 

But Radcliffe was the guild Jonas belonged to. On top of that, she'd been harassed by 

the youths there. 

It wasn't a place she'd gladly want to stay in. Speaking honestly, she didn't want to go. 

―But, I have to, don't I. 

It wasn't something she could run away from because it would be unpleasant or not 

fun. 



"It seems I have to go to Radcliffe's main workshop. How about it… You two, will 

you accompany me? It seems like it'll be plenty unpleasant though." 

Standing up, Mithril answered immediately. "If Ann's going, I'll follow even to the 

depths of hell!" 

Then Shall said, too, with a straight face, "I'll go with you. Leaving an idiot on their 

own can't do any good." 

He agreed rudely. 

Feeling relieved, Ann turned back to Cat. "I'm going to Radcliffe's main workshop as 

well." 

"Do you know the place?" 

"All I know is that it's in Lewiston. I think I'll get it immediately if I look it up." 

Downing the hard liquor in one gulp, Cat rose to his feet. 

"No need to look it up. I'm going there from here, too. I'll show you the way. Follow 

me. But that's all. You damn better not go depending on me. If you're a craftsman 

too, whatever goddamn happens, get through it on your own." 

"Yes." Bearing resolution, Ann nodded. 

Shall stood up and jerked his chin while facing Cat. "Well then, won't you guide us, 

Mister Cat?" 

Cat pointed a finger at the tip of Shall's nose with a frown. "Are you the same damn 

birdbrain as shorty here!? No, you're friggin' doing it on purpose, aren't you!? Anyway, 

don't add 'Mister' to my nickname! It's friggin' 'Mister cat'! It feels like I'm being made 

fun of and I don't like it!" 



"I see. My bad." Although expressionlessly, Shall readily apologized. 

The finger Cat had pointed at Shall began to fall naturally. 

"Oh…? …Ah, yeah, well. Don't worry about it." 

Seeing Cat's dumbfounded face, Shall smirked. 

"Let's go, Mister Cat." 

"Y, you―!! You're genuinely making goddamn fun of me, aren't you―!?" 


